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Hon. Rosalinda Dimapilis-Baldoz 

Secretary of Labor and Employment 

and Chairman, Board of Trustees 

Overseas Workers Welfare Administration 

Model OFW Family of the Year Awards 2014 

National Awarding Ceremonies 

5:00 P.M., Friday, 23 January 2015 

Sinulog Hall, Ground Floor 

Blue Leaf Filipinas 

Belle Avenue, Aseana City, Parañaque City 

 

(The Honorable Members of the Board of Trustees of the Overseas Workers Welfare 

Administration, Vice Chairman Rebecca Calzado, also OWWA Administrator, Deputy 

Administrator Josefino Torres, other OWWA officials; 

 

Members of the Board of Judges for the 2014 Model OFW Family of the Year Awards for the 

National Level, led by Ermie L. Garon, Representative, Land-based Sector; Felixberto I. 

Rebustes, Representative, Sea-based Sector; Gilda A. Pico, President and Chief Executive 

Officer of the Landbank of the Philippines; George S. Inocencio, Vice President of the 

Development Bank of the Philippines; Fr. Restituto Ogsimer of the Ecumenical Commission for 

Migrants and Itinerant Peoples (ECMI); Geneva T. Gloria, Sr. Vice President and Head, Banco 

de Oro Remittance Services; Susan V. Ople, Executive Director, Blas F. Ople Foundation; and 

Rose Marie T. Reyes, Assistant Vice President, Bank of the Philippine Islands; 

 

Our OFW families who have been adjudged as 2014 Regional MOFYA winners and are vying 

for the National MOFYA; 

 

Honored guests; fellow workers in government; friends, ladies and gentlemen: 

 

A happy and memorable evening to all. 
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Most of us here tonight must be still euphoric and excited savoring and reminiscing the extra-

ordinary experience occasioned by last week’s State Visit and Apostolic Journey of Pope Francis 

to the Philippines. 

 

I am sure the visit of the leader of the world’s 1.2 billion Catholics not only reinvigorated the 

faith of Filipino families in the country, but also renewed their commitment to the teachings of 

the Church, expressed by the Pope in direct, simple, and plain messages, reminding us once 

again of the directive of President Benigno S. Aquino III himself to the members of his Cabinet 

to speak in the language of a Grade Six pupil. 

 

Of the messages of Pope Francis, one, if not, the most resonant was the teaching of the Lord to 

“protect” the family as the core and solid foundation of society. 

 

Whether at the Quirino Grandstand in the Luneta, or in Malacanan, or at the University of Sto. 

Tomas, or in Tacloban City and, most importantly, at the Meeting with Families at the Mall of 

Asia Arena on 16 January, Pope Francis would talk about the essence of family in society. 

 

His message rings pure, loud, and clear in the hearts and minds of millions of Filipinos. We must 

protect our family, and I quote: “The Philippines needs holy and loving families to protect the 

beauty and truth of the family in God’s plan and to be a support and example for other families. 

Every threat to the family is a threat to society itself. The future of humanity, as Saint John Paul 

II often said, passes through the family. So protect your family! See in them your country’s 

greatest treasure and nourish them always by prayer and the grace of the sacraments.”  

 

Thus, it was not only necessary that we postponed the national awarding ceremonies for the 10th 

Model OFW Family of the Year Award, or MOFYA, first week of January because of the Pope’s 

visit: it was also providential, for tonight, in this event, which is a tribute to the Filipino family in 

the diaspora, Pope Francis’s message on and about the family will find significant meaning and 

great relevance. 
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The MOFYA, as every one of us knows, speaks of, and recognizes, the strength of the families 

of Filipino migrant workers. 

 

In fact, the MOFYA places the greatest emphasis—assigning a rating of 50 percent among the 

four criteria of the Awards—to the wholesome OFW family. In this criterion, consistency of 

positive communication leading to emotional connection, support, and maintenance is assigned 

30 percent. Sharing of responsibilities among OFW family members and psycho-social maturity 

of the children are assigned 10 percent each. 

 

As the Chairperson of the 2014 Board of Judges, I note with particular pride all the regional 

winners who have maintained and sustained their respective families’ solidarity. One regional 

winner has worked for a year without pay, forcing him and his colleagues to file a labor case 

against their employer. The wife of this regional winner, who was so persevering, did not break a 

word of his husband’s fate to their four children to spare them the anguish of their father’s loss of 

income and so as not to affect their studies. What she did was to work part-time as a caregiver to 

tide the family over. Only did she break the bad news to the children when her husband won the 

case and was paid his one-year salary. 

 

Mutual and unselfish support to one another, particularly in facing challenges that can ruin 

relationships is a mark of an outstanding OFW family. Instead of weakening the ties of love and 

respect that bind parents and children separated physically by great distances, a problem, 

however small or complex, is a test of the family’s strength bonded by love. A stable OFW 

family grows stronger by the day not only because of love and mutual support, but through 

common understanding of purpose: the physical separation is necessary, but only temporary. To 

the migrant worker, the thought that there is a family waiting for him or her back home is 

sufficient motivation to remain steadfast. To the family left behind, the longing for the eventual 

homecoming is an inspiration to hold the family tightly solid and united.     

 

One regional winner, whose head of family was a seafarer, demonstrated ingenuity in 

maintaining lines of family communication open. He married his childhood sweetheart with 

whom he had three children. Separated most time of the year by long distances since he boarded 
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ocean-going vessels, the couple and their children constantly communicated—when e-mails and 

Skype were not yet in vogue—through hand-written letters and post-cards. They often 

exchanged simple gifts with long messages. When the mobile phone became ubiquitous, the first 

thing that this OFW does upon arriving in a foreign port was to buy a SIM pack and call his wife 

and the children to inform them of his whereabouts. 

 

The truth is, constant communication runs true in all model OFW families. The story of one 

regional winner makes us reminisce the good, old days. Abroad, and thus separated for 27 years 

from his wife with whom he has six children, his ‘communication connection’ with his loved 

ones begun with recorded cassette tapes, then photos, letters, and later, mobile phones and 

emails. 

 

Model OFW families make us appreciate more the core values of perseverance, fear of God, 

family-centeredness, respect for others, kindness, generosity, and sense of humor, especially in 

the face of adversity. It is these values that distinguish them from the others. 

 

Success in children’s education as a criterion in the selection of a model OFW family is assigned 

a rating of 20 percent. 

 

Almost all of the regional winners vying for the 2014 National MOFYA rated very high in this 

criterion. I believe one of the compelling arguments that factor in a Filipino migrant’s decision to 

migrate to other countries to work is the family’s burning desire to provide their children good 

education. 

 

And rightly so. Education is the great equalizer. It enables a poor individual to rise from a level 

higher than where he or she is situated before in an equal footing with a wealthy man, and opens 

to him or her doors and windows to endless opportunities and myriad possibilities. 

 

I note that the children of the regional winners have studied or are studying to become doctors, 

nurses, pharmacists, dentists, engineers, architects, teachers, bankers, mathematicians, airline 
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pilots and mechanics, information technology specialists, seafarers, analysts, etc. In sum, they 

have been taught and trained to become achievers, like their parents. 

 

A very important hallmark of a model OFW family is its limitless capacity for generosity—to 

share and get involved in building the community, their own. MOFYA winners are self-taught 

and practicing good Samaritans and neighborhood philanthropists. They share what they have—

talents and skills, personal time, and material resources. They are active in their churches, in 

civic action, in maintaining and promoting the peace, in teaching others to become entrepreneurs, 

and in strengthening civic consciousness and patriotic duty. 

 

We have many outstanding examples. OFW Andrew Cayetano, a civil engineer and whose 

family is a regional winner from the MIMAROPA region, supervised the construction of a parish 

in Palawan, rendering his professional services for free. OFW Alberto Calsada, a mechanical 

engineer who had worked in Japan, is into cooperatives, aside from being an active member of 

the Knights of Columbus. He is also involved in feeding programs. His family is a regional 

winner in Region 1.  

 

OFW Ote’s civic involvement is very commendable. He has funded the construction of a water 

reservoir, a mini-port in Lake Lanao, a two-room madrasah or Arabic school, and funded the 

extension of a mosque in Brgy. Linuk and the construction of the Al-Amanah mini-mosque at the 

Mindanao State University.  

 

In agriculture, the family of OFW Fe S. Lao from Region 11, distinguishes itself for its 

numerous achievements in the community which have earned the family the National Gawad 

Saka Award on Organic Farming and Parangal ng Natatanging Magsasaka at Mangingisda 

from the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Agrarian Reform’s Gawad Saka 

Most Outstanding Farmer of the Philippines from 2002-2008. In Caraga, the family of regional 

winner OFW Elorde Senagan, a coxswain for 27 years, is an active official of the Hinuisa 

Community Organization and has donated a 1,500-square meter lot for the organization’s use.  

The same is true with OFW Joel Gabayan, whose family is a regional winner from the Cordillera 

Administrative Region. An assistant engineer in an ocean-going vessel for 20 years, he is 
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involved in the DSWD’s feeding program and organizes medical and dental missions in Alfonso 

Lista, Ifugao. 

 

Securing the future is another primordial reason why Filipinos brave the loneliness and pain of 

separation from their loved ones. To an OFW, success is counted sweetest by those who had 

risen from the rubbles of poverty and made the most of their overseas work by saving for the 

rainy day, by taking risks to venture and invest into the unknown of business, and by nurturing 

their enterprises through grit, hard work, and determination.  

 

All of our regional winners, in one way or another, have made the most of their work abroad, 

saved, invested, expanded, and nurtured their businesses, and are now harvesting the bountiful  

fruits of their labors. They are all materially-secured and financially-sound. They serve as 

inspiration to others. 

 

One fine example is OFW Manuel O. Sepe, a ship captain. A farmer when he was young, he 

juggled studies and his work as janitor to obtain his bachelor’s degree in marine transportation. 

He now owns a farmland in Isabela and several houses and condo units in Metro Manila. 

 

OFW Alberto Calsada, whose family is from Bacarra, Ilocos Norte, was a farmer. He worked in 

Japan as a pachinko operator and as a maintenance worker. Frugal and very industrious, he 

suffered as an OFW when he experienced the great Hanshin earthquake in January 1995. When 

he finally came home after seven years, he got the surprise of his life when he discovered that his 

wife, Fidela, had saved his remittances in a sealed envelope. The savings started them in 

business, a rice mill and rice trading. With a one forward truck, the Calsadas’ business eventually 

thrived into a diversified agribusiness—rice and corn milling, rice distribution, swine raising, 

fingerling production, and dragon fruit production, giving the family a seven-digit income per 

year. 

 

OFW Ote had to sell fruits and cigarettes to sustain his primary and secondary education and 

augment the family income. After completing his civil engineering studies as a government 

scholar. His fortune turned for the better when he was hired as quantity surveyor in Saudi Arabia 
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in 1986. He saved his earnings which he invested in a 14-door apartment, one unit of which he 

converted into a 24-hour convenience store. Today, he operates a jewelry store, a store selling 

bags, wallets, wristwatches, and other items in Alabang. He has another store at the MSU 

compound. He invested in a three-hectare agricultural land which he planted to coconuts and 

paper trees which guarantee him a minimum of P120,000 income per year. 

 

The endearing traits of OFWs—family solidarity, burning desire for education, communal 

responsibility and sharing, and the herculean and focused effort to rise in the economic sphere of 

society—are, I believe, what make Filipino migrants tick and click with foreign employers. 

These qualities are the ingredients that make OFWs a labor force to reckon with. It is not only 

because we are good in what we do. It is also because we have the heart and soul that make us 

ideal workers. That is the big difference. That is what makes the OFWs unique. 

 

Other positive traits, such as their being learnable and teachable, having the ability to 

communicate in English which is the lingua franca of global commerce, and their flexibility and 

industry, greatly help, so much so that as I speak, the demand for Filipino workers in the global 

market continues to be high. 

 

Kaya nga po ngayong gabi, bibigyan po natin ng pagpapahalaga ang mga natatanging pamilyang 

OFW na nakita nating nananatiling matatag, magkakabuklod, at nagkakaisa. Kikilalanin po natin 

sila bilang mabubuting halimbawa ng pamilyang OFW, matiyaga, masinop, at masipag. 

 

Lahat ng pamilyang OFW na kasama natin ngayon ay nagsipagwagi na sa kani-kanilang rehiyon. 

Lahat sila ay may kuwento na may kuwenta na kapupulutan natin ng magagandang aral at 

simulain.  

 

MOFYA winners are worthy of admiration and emulation. For 10 years now, the MOFYA reains 

true to its purpose. Every MOFYA search serves to showcase life lessons of OFWs whose 

recipes for success can serve other OFWs in good stead: on how to maintain a wholesome family 

while a parent or a child works abroad; on how to ensure that children obtain good education 

which is the only lasting legacy that parents can offer their children; on how to reach out and 
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help build better communities; and on how to harness precious resources and nurture business 

enterprise that creates jobs for people in the community and serve as stable sources of income 

when the OFW finally returns home for good. 

 

All of these thoughts reverberate in us at the DOLE and in all its agencies concerned with 

migration. This is why I am happy to say that we are really serious in implementing the National 

Reintegration Program for OFWs, whose context is provided no less by President Benigno S. 

Aquino III in his Social Contract with the Filipino People. 

 

In evolving a return home migration policy, Pres. Aquino III said: “From a government that 

treats its people as an export commodity and a means to earn foreign exchange, disregarding the 

social cost to Filipino families, to a government that creates jobs at home, so that working abroad 

will be a choice rather than a necessity.” 

 

This policy links migration and development. That is undoubtedly very clear. So, under the 

National Reintegration Program for OFWs, we have identified strategic reintegration priorities, 

one of which is harnessing remittances as development tools. 

 

As a strategy, we assist OFWs in achieving financial stability through training in investment and 

savings programs. This is mandated in Item No. 15 of the President’s 22-point Labor and 

Employment Agenda. 

 

We also promote sustainable livelihood and micro-enterprise, harnessing overseas Filipino 

communities as a source of capital and leverage remittances as a tool for economic development. 

These are directives in the Philippine Development Plan, 2011-2016. Under the Labor and 

Employment Plan, 2011-2016, we also promote productive investment and entrepreneurship. 

You may not know it, but some OFW families here tonight are already partnering with their 

communities and even with the government in transferring the knowledge and skills they have 

gained abroad to contribute to the development of their respective communities. This is another 

strategic reintegration priority, under which our strategy is to minimize brain drain, encourage 

brain gain, and protect the family from the social costs of migration. 
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It is also our priority to institute policy interventions, programs, and projects to ensure the 

transformation of the brain drain phenomenon into a brain gain benefit and enhance capabilities 

and entrepreneurship bent of the returnees. 

 

This is the direction we are taking with the ‘Sa ‘Pinas, Ikaw ang Ma’am/Sir Project’, the 

pioneering convergence project that the DOLE, DepEd, Professional Regulations Commission, 

and other government agencies conceived to provide licensed teachers who are working abroad 

as domestic workers or in non-teaching related occupations, to return to the Philippines and 

teach. 

 

A component of the National Reintegration Program for OFWs, ‘Sa Pinas, Ikaw ang 

Ma’am/Sir Project’ aims to re-direct OFW-teachers to pursue or resume their teaching careers by 

providing them opportunities to teach in the public education system to wean them away from 

domestic work and uplift their status.  Already, 10 Filipino domestic workers have been hired by 

the DepEd under the project. Another 300 plantilla positions have been reserved by DepEd for 

this year.  

 

The third strategic reintegration priority is tapping networks of migrant communities for 

development, which calls for an aggressive campaign to tap overseas Filipinos as sources capital. 

 

Our overall goal in working towards the realization of these priorities is to improve the quality of 

life of migrants, their families, and their communities, and achieve return migration. 

 

We, at the DOLE, are pursuing other complementary strategies, mostly geared towards 

protection and welfare. For example, in the President’s 22-point labor and employment agenda, 

he has directed us, together with the Department of Foreign Affairs, to transform Philippine 

embassies, consular offices, and Philippine Overseas Labor Offices into centers of care and 

service for overseas workers by assigning more foreign service officers to posts where there are 

many OFWs and train them in the needs of the communities they serve. We are in earnest in the 

pursuit of this, and I believe we are making headway. We have deployed more trained women 
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personnel to our POLOs, rationalized the operation of all Filipino Workers Resource Centers, 

and simplified our procedures by reducing process cycle times using the powers of modern 

technology. One fine example is the Balik-Manggagawa online OEC issuance which will reduce, 

if not eliminate, OFW queues in the POEA and in the POLOs. The Online PDOS of POEA is 

another techno-based program designed to reach millions of potential job applicants as part of 

the preparation for well informed decisions on whether to work or not overseas. The DOLE 

Foreign Labor Operations Information System (FLOIS), also an online system that will facilitate 

at all POLOs the fast monitoring and reporting of fund disbursement for effective and efficient 

service delivery based on sound and acceptable accounting and auditing standards.   

 

Last year, I personally travelled to all our POLOs in the Middle East region to follow through my 

instruction to reduce the number of wards in our FWRCs by fast-tracking the repatriation of 

distressed women workers and expediting the resolution of their welfare and labor cases. The 

goal is to utilize more and more our FWRCs as centers of care and service, such as training in 

productive skills that OFWs can use for better quality employment or entrepreneurship when 

they finally get home.  

 

I can confidently say we are making progress. In Dubai, during my visit, I presided over the 

‘graduation’ of 102 OFWs from merely being OFWs to ‘skill-certified’ OFWs after they have 

passed the onsite skills assessment conducted by the TESDA. This is the very first time that we 

have brought the government’s skills assessment and certification to an OFW destination. Three 

of the 102 OFWs assessed and certified were wards at the Dubai POLO’s FWRC. 

 

Also during my visit, I reiterated my directive to all POLOs to already standardize all their 

training programs and align them with training regulations of the TESDA for this will enable 

OFWs to compete globally. 

 

This is our way forward and one of the strategies in preparing for the ASEAN economic 

integration later this year. We have to prepare all Filipino workers to enable them to compete in 

an era of freer labor mobility. The skills assessment and certification, which is part of the 

preparation, answers the need of our OFWs to be certified as to their skills. We will soon 
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replicate the program in other OFW destinations, so that there will be no more need for workers 

who would like their skills assessed and certified to spend time and money and do that here in 

the Philippines. They can use the time when they are on vacation to be with their families. 

 

The skills assessment and certification in places outside the country is also in line with the Pilot 

Project on Skills Development, Certification, Upgrading and Recognition, which was adopted at 

the 3rd Ministerial Meeting of the Abu Dhabi Dialogue which I attended to turn over the ADD’s 

two-year chairmanship to Kuwait.  

 

The project seeks to pilot a skills development, documentation, and recognition scheme using 

international standards that will improve the recruitment and job matching practices for select 

occupations. We are aligning our education and training systems to provide our workers with 

skills sets needed by the industry and using international standards. This is why our POLOs need 

not only train and train, but should align these training to global standards. 

 

Also part of the important dividends gained in my visit to all GCC countries is the fast tracking 

of all bilateral agreements covering domestic workers and skilled workers and professionals. We 

are encouraged that many of the GCC countries are undertaking reforms towards electronic 

contract processing and online visa validation system that we hope to end once and for all cases 

of contract substitution and reprocessing. We expect that before May 1st this year, all agreements 

would have been concluded.  

 

In closing, may I say these to all our OFW families: The MOFYA allows us to dream to become 

the best we can be—for ourselves, for our family, and for our communities. It offers us an 

opportunity to demonstrate the very values that Filipino families all over the world use and 

nurture to achieve great results. 

 

Thus, it is with immense honor that I congratulate all the regional winners of the 2014 MOFYA. 

Tonight, we pay respect and express admiration to the 34 Model OFW families from the 17 

regions nationwide.  
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As we announce the two national winners of the 2014 MOFYA, one from the land-based sector 

and one from the sea-based sector, talagang wala tayong itulak-kabigin. But while we will have 

to select only two national winners, all the regional finalists are already winners in their own 

right. Bigyan po natin sila ng isang masigabong palakpakan. 

 

Mabuhay ang mga pamilya ng OFW! God bless us all. 

 

END 

 

I commend the OWWA for its laudable effort for sustaining the ideal that MOFYA represents. 

We would also like to sincerely thank our social partners like BPI, LBP, DBP, and BDO, our 

major sponsors, as well as Insular Life and Duty Free Philippines.  

 

Again, congratulations to the regional winners and to the national winners to be announced 

shortly, let me be the first to offer you my warmest felicitations.  

 

Magandang gabi po sa ating lahat.  


